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   Make it easy, Make it DEVI

DEVI is a Danfoss Group subsidiary and a global leader in heating. With a focus on quality and durability, we continue to leverage decades of experience to produce quality products, ranging from electric underfloor systems to outdoor heating solutions.
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                        Electric Heating solutions for indoor comfort and outdoor safety

                    As the global supplier of electric indoor and outdoor heating solutions, we master advanced, heat-control technology that optimizes user comfort, safety and energy savings.
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Why electric heating?
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                Electric heating a good answer to rising energy costs
              

        
            As the world faces rising gas prices and supply uncertainty, electric heating powered by electricity from renewable energy sources is gaining importance as a valuable and sustainable heating option.

Indeed, demand for electricity is forecast to grow to 30% in 2030 and to reach 50% by 2050 as we make the transition to climate neutrality. By 2050, the European Commission is aiming for 84 percent of this demand to come from renewable energy sources which will significantly decrease CO2 emissions. 

When combined with modern, intelligent controls electric heating can make grids smarter and facilitate renewable energy consumption. And moreover, with the use of electric heating, no harmful substances are emitted to the air or to the soil.

Electric underfloor heating is a major opportunity for Europe. This can play a significant role in helping Europe reduce emissions, increase energy efficiency in buildings, and ultimately enable Europe to meet its ambitious climate targets. 
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Electric heating is cost efficient solution
        
            Electric underfloor heating in combination with solar PV is perceived for the most cost-efficient heating solution when it comes to highly insulated residential buildings. Electric underfloor heating is also set to become cheaper for consumers than traditional gas, liquid and solid fuel technology.

Electric heating enables a comfortable room temperature with the lowest possible energy consumption. Room temperature can be reduced by 1 - 2 °C on average compared to traditional radiator heating, saving energy use and costs. 99% of the energy consumed by the electric underfloor heating is converted into heat, thus maximizing its energy efficiency and avoiding unnecessary energy losses by having to circulate water, for example. 
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Why is electric heating energy efficient? 
        
            An electric heating system achieves the required temperature quickly depending on the floor construction, so rooms can be heated only when required for amazing energy savings. Together, the positioning of the source of heat under the floor and very precise thermostatic control ensure an exceptionally high level of energy utilization efficiency, for reduced energy consumption without compromising thermal comfort.
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                            Benefits of electric underfloor heating

                        A comfortable ambient temperature and quick response time are just a couple of the benefits electric heating offers. Learn more about these and other benefits of electric heating.
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        Indoor comfort with electric underfloor heating 

    
        Electric heating for indoor ensures comfortable room temperatures, be it at home, at the office, in a workshop, sports hall or virtually anywhere where comfortable heat is required. Equally important is the fact that our floor heating system can be installed in all floor types whether they are new concrete or wooden floors or renovated floors. 
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        Roof protection system 

    
        The ice and snow melting system for roofs and roof gutters can be applied for virtually any type of roof constructions to prevent meltwater accumulation in roof gutters and to reduce damage to constructions like frozen facades and roofs. The typical applications are roof constructions, roof gutters, downpipes, flat roofs and valley gutters. 
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        Pipe-tracing solutions 

    
        Liquid supply systems, such as fresh water pipes, waste water pipes, cooling water pipes, supply water pipes and sprinkler systems can be prevented from freezing during winter times, with electric heating frost protection systems. 
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        Ground ice and snow melting system 

    
        Large outdoor spaces, such as car parking areas, driveways, pavements, outdoor steps, loading platforms, ramps, bridges and drainage areas can be cost-efficiently protected during winter times, by ice and snow melting applications. 
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        Domestic hot water 

    
        The electric heating system for domestic hot water maintains water supply at the required temperature level, provides appropriate disinfection to suppress the Legionella bacteria, reduces water waste as you get hot water immediately and savings when a circulating pipe system is unnecessary. 
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        Cold stores 

    
        In areas where very cold dry air meets warm moist air, the moisture contained in the warm air flow may settle on the cold surface and turn into ice. Cold store solutions prevent frost heave and ensure frost protection in industrial buildings, supermarkets with cold rooms, cold stores and ice stadiums. 
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        Asphalt ice and snow melting system 

    
        Installation of the Ice & Snow Melting System ensures a steady solution to address cold weather-related problems. Main purpose of the system is to melt and remove snow and ice from ground surfaces.  
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        Sport fields 

    
        Electric heating in the sport fields or stadiums serves as a growth and restoration stimulator for natural grass. It ensures a better pitch that can extend the playable season, irrespective of the season or location and serves as an energy efficient solution preventing the field from being adversely affected by frost and snow during the winter. 
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        Vineyards 

    
        Electric heating protects grapes against frost damage and offers a sustainable solution for clean future through low energy consumption during the frost period, saving up to 87% of the harvest. 
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                Heating Cables
            



            Heating cables are used for a variety of applications, including indoor comfort floor heating and total heating both for small houses as well as large commercial buildings. 
Heating cables are mostly used in connection with new building or larger renovation projects.
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                Digital Thermostats
            



            Digital controllers have the unique features allowing you to reduce energy waste. Some thermostats are fitted with Wi-Fi allowing remote control of heating systems via mobile application.
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                Indoor Thermostats
            



            The indoor thermostat is an integral component of the electric heating system, used to control the floor heating.
Thermostats are electronic devices allowing precise control of the floor surface or air temperatures. They are equipped with air or/and underfloor temperature sensors control the heating element.
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                Heating Mats
            



            The heating mats are used for installation in a thin layer of tile adhesive, self-leveling mixture, or similar. The standard minimum thickness of the floor layer is 5-8 mm while the thickness of electric heating mat is 3–4.5 mm. This minimizes the floor level increase. Electric heating mats consist of a thin cable securely fixed on self-adhesive glass-fiber mesh, usually of 50 cm width. Thin heating mats are manufactured as ready-made heating sections with a specific area (i.e. 0.5, 1, 1.5 … 12 m²) including a power supply cable (cold lead) and hermetically sealed connections.
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                        Warranty

                    DEVI has consistently delivered value to customers through a commitment to quality, reliability, and innovation. Our products are supported by industry-leading assistance including the DEVIwarranty™.

It not only covers the replacement of cables or mats but also extends to the reimbursement of installation and material costs for up to 20 years!

Comprising five individual warranties, DEVI provides you with complete peace of mind when using Electric Heating products.
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    EH Plugin for AutoCAD

    
        The Plugin supports your engineering and design journey by making your work faster due to simple functionalities in calculating all lengths, dimensions and product data of cables and mats. It covers all applications within Electric Heating projects: Electric floor heating, Ice & Snow melting systems, Pipe tracing, Cold stores, Sport fields, Vineyards etc.

By utilizing Plugin, you will reduce design time for the project, provide all necessary information for installers in HTML/PDF format: BoM, resistance value check list, warranty list format. It means all project information can be consolidated in one file.

Plugin can be used with AutoCAD 2017-2023.
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    Heat Selector

    
        The Danfoss Heat Selector is a best-in-class online selection tool that optimizes planning process for heating application experts. The Heat Selector saves time in calculation for product selection and guides you to the recommended product mix for the application at hand. At the same time, the Heat Selector provides you with easy access to all required documentation.
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    Code generator for DEVIreg™ Touch thermostat

    
        Try out the virtual code generator for the DEVIreg™ Touch thermostat for electric heating. By following simple instructions on virtual display, choose your settings and check them remotely or create a HEXA code for your thermostats.
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                Efficient de-icing solution for safer outdoor areas
            


            
                Wednesday, January 25, 2023

            


            Frost and snow protection of outdoor areas
Address seasonal changes with energy-efficient systems, using electric heating mats or cables to commercial and residential areas against snow, ice and frost damage.
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                Switching to electric heating as a primary or comfort heating source is a future-proof decision
            


            
                Friday, November 18, 2022

            


            With energy costs – including the cost of electricity – rising in most European countries, the last thing on peoples’ minds might be switching to electric heating as a primary or comfort heating source for their homes. But could it be that electric has much more potential than people think? 
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                80 years of energy efficient and environmentally friendly electric heating innovation
            


            
                Monday, June 27, 2022

            


            DEVI Electric Heating is creating more comfortable indoor environments with floor heating applications in bathrooms, kitchens, bedrooms, offices, infact anywhere where warmth is required. In addition to these indoor solutions, DEVI's electric heating cable technology is also widely used in outdoor applications, ensuring safety in winter period by minimizing the hazards of snow, frost and ice or their consequences.
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                            DOs and DON’Ts for Indoor Electric Heating

                        Electric Heating is an energy-efficient and environmentally friendly floor heating solution. You can use it for either newly constructed or renovated homes.
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                Electric heating by DEVI provides energy-efficient heating solution for near-zero energy housing complex
            



            For decades, many have considered electricity to be an inefficient heating source, associating it with high energy bills and pollution. However, times are changing. Now, the combination of electric floor heating and solar panels are an energy-efficient option for homeowners. Yes, the future is indeed electric, as this case from Koblenz, Germany shows.
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                The Bjørvika Tunnel, Oslo, Norway
            



            Electric heating for the immersed tunnel in Norway.

The Bjørvika Tunnel is a motorway immersed on European Route E18 in the city center of Oslo. The tunnel links Festning tunnel in Oslo west with Ekeberg tunnel in Oslo east. The completed tunnel has an unbroken length of six kilometers. The Bjørvika Tunnel is the first immersed tunnel in Norway.
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                Electric heating system to prevent the condensation in the Woolworths Distribution Centre
            



            The Woolworths Distribution Centre was experiencing condensation due to the temperature differences between the cold storage facility and their offices. This resulted in water dripping hazards in the meeting rooms, canteen, and offices.
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                Pipe tracing in 600 Suzhou apartments China
            



            Suzhou city was founded in 500 BC. is nowadays a major city located in the south-eastern Jiangsu Province of East China, about 100 km (62 mi) northwest of Shanghai. It is a big economic center and local point of trade and commerce, and the second largest city in the province, after its capital Nanjing.
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                Electric heating systems for the conservation of old castles
            



            The Örebro Castle is a medieval castle fortification situated in the scenic region of Närke, Sweden. The castle lies on an island by the river Svartån. The oldest part of the castle, a defense tower, was erected in the latter half of the 13th century, but its present appearance, the Örebro Castle, was constructed over the last century. Since 1935, the castle has been a national Swedish monument.
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                Supporting constant temperature at Montague Apple Orchard and Warehouse in Victoria Australia
            



            Montague Apple Orchard, established in 1948, is a key player in the Australian food manufacturing industry with a 70-year legacy.

In their upcoming Narre Warren Cold Storage Warehouse, a constant temperature of 1°C is required to avoid condensation.
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                        Visit our Learning Center

                    Danfoss offers online training materials for technicians and designers working with electric heating. All e-lessons are available free and on-demand through Danfoss Learning portal. For more information, register in our support section by following the link or find the overview of available relevant trainings in the table below.
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                    Want to stay up-to-date?


                Stay up-to-date with latest news from electric heating.

You will receive important updates, training opportunities, helpful tips and tricks and much more to make your daily work easier. Join us with one click below!
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                Connect with us

                Follow us to stay up with the latest news, updates, announcements, and resources from Climate Solutions. Of course, we want to hear from you too - so jump in and join the conversation.
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